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The Good Samaritan Storyteller
A. Draw a picture of yourself in the triangle. Draw a picture
of you and Jesus helping someone in the diamond. (Make
sure you draw these pictures facing the right way up! It s
a bit tricky, so check with your teacher.)
B. Colour in your storyteller.
C. Cut it out.
Folding Instructions
1. Fold the square from corner to corner, then open it
out like this, with the pictures facedown.
2. Fold one corner to the centre. Then do the same with
the other corners.
3. Turn the paper over.
4. Fold each of the corners into the centre.
5. Fold the storyteller in half.
6. Push your fingers and thumbs under the flaps.
Hooray! You ve made a storyteller.
Make a Storyteller
Why just teach the children, when you can equip them
to share the message of God s love? Tell the kids they
are going to build a storyteller for sharing the parable of
the good Samaritan with their family and friends.
Download the activity sheet, follow the instructions, and
the children will have their own cool little storytelling
device.
Using the Storyteller
A child can ask their friend to pick one of the four words
on the top. Then the child opens and closes the storyteller
as many times as there are letters in that word. For
example, if the friend picks love, it is opened and closed
four times. Next the child invites their friend to pick one
of the characters inside. The storyteller is opened and
closed as many times as there are letters in that
character s name. For example, if Jesus is chosen, then
it is opened and closed five times. The friend then
chooses a character, and the flap is lifted to reveal the
picture underneath. Our child can then share what is
going on in that picture. The beauty of this method of
telling the parable of the good Samaritan is that no matter
the order in which the child shares the story, it still works.
You will notice that in one picture, our child is working
with Jesus to help someone. That is because parables
always involve us in the story!
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